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We performed photometri observations of AI Dra on two nights and deteted shortperiod variability. AI Dra (A0V+F9; Branewiz and Dworak 1980) is one of the well-known Algol-type elipsing binary systems. As this system is bright (mv = 7:05 � 8:09)and of short orbital period (P=1.988day), many reports of photometri observations havebeen presented.Reently, photoeletri photometry overing the whole phase of AI Dra was arried outby De�girmeni et al. (2000) at B and V bands. They found \ollapses" at both shouldersof the primary minima in both olors and they pointed out that these anomalies wouldbe due to the gas stream owing from the seondary to the primary omponent. TheWilson-Devinney analysis of the light urves yielded a semi-detahed on�guration.We performed photoeletri observations of AI Dra with the 60m reetor of Nishi-Harima Astronomial Observatory in the B and V band-passes similar to the standardJohnson system. The telesope is equipped with the photon-ounting photometer (AESPCPA2) at its Cassegrain fous. The photomultiplier tube R647p of HAMAMATSUPhotonis was used. The star HD154199 was hosen as the omparison. This star wasalso used by De�girmeni et al. (2000).
We have deteted periodi osillations with an amplitude of about 0:03 � 0:05 magoutside elipses. The light urves obtained on 5 Aug. 2000 in the B- and V -bandsare shown in Fig. 1. The helioentri phase alulated aording the ephemeris byDe�girmeni et al. (2000) were from 0.688 to 0.782. On 7 Sep. 2000 (helioentri phase0:152 � 0:186), we have also deteted the light variations whih overed less than oneperiod (Fig. 2). We adapted the PDM analysis (Widjaya, 1996) to these data, and aperiodiity of 0:d034 was found in both passbands.To study the orrelation between brightness and olor, we use the di�erene from themean B magnitude of eah night, �B, and the di�erene from the mean olor, �(B�V ).We plot �(B�V ) versus �B in Fig. 3. The data �t to the relation �(B�V ) = 0:m384 �B,with a orrelation oeÆient of 0.784. The star is bluer in its brighter phase. Thisorresponds to the property of stellar pulsation.
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Figure 1. Observed osillations on 5 Aug. 2000.

Figure 2. Observed osillations on 7 Sep. 2000.
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Adapting the M = 3.40 M� and R = 2.39 R� (De�girmeni et al. 2000) we determinedthe mean density of the primary � = 0.25 ��. that gives the pulsation onstant Q ' 0.02.This value and the observed amplitude suggest lower mode of non-radial osillation.The spetral type A0 of AI Dra is in the range of the Æ St type stars listed by Rodriguez(2000). Five A0 stars are found in the list. Bolometri magnitude and bolometri orre-tion of primary omponent of AI Dra is 0.60 and �0.25, respetively (De�girmeni et al.2000). That gives Mv = 0.85. This value almost orresponds with the period-luminosityrelation of Æ St stars (Breger 1979). Based on these harateristis, we suggest thatAI Dra is a Æ St star.We wish to express our thanks to Tomomi Shimizu, Yumi Narusawa, Taku Nakajima,Noriyoshi Nakamoto, Osamu Ohshima, Seiihiro Kiyota and Shinobu Ozaki for their help.

Figure 3. Color-magnitude diagram of the short-period variability on the two nights. The horizontalaxis indiates �B, and the vertial axis indiates �(B � V ).
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